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About This Game

Summary: Graveyard Smash is a tongue in cheek, small, retro-style, skill-based action game in which you play the protagonist
Manuel Rodriguez, the main groundskeeper of a local cemetery. Each night Manuel will run around on a randomly generated

map using his shovel to smash the ever growing number of Undead back into the grave and prohibit the Undead from attending
the mash.

The Story: Manuel, an ordinary graveyard worker, has found himself under the threat of the rising dead. He must use his elite
groundskeeper training along with his trusty shovel, Maria, to put the dead back in the ground and make sure they stay that way.

Game Play Highlights:
• SNES-Era action game (Whack-a-Undead)

• D-Pad + 2 Button like controls (Arrows/WASD + X and Z)
• Randomly generated Maps

• Randomized enemy Spawns
• SNES-Era on pick-up Power-Ups

• A story mode with cut scenes
• An endless mode for an endurance challenge

• Mouse Based UI
• Tower Defense like Health system vs. Player Health Bar

Other Important Information:
• Graveyard Smash was successfully KickStarted last November
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• Graveyard Smash is ready for immediate distribution.
• Graveyard Smash was developed in Unity3d and is available on multiple platforms.
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Title: Graveyard Smash
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Publisher:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2016
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Not familier with the cartoon... but whatever. I like to have all.... of the characters.. This game is good for the price. There's a
few issues with the writing that I assume is due to translation errors, but they don't take away from gameplay so I don't see it as
as much of an issue as others might. There isn't an in-game slider for volume as far as I can tell, but that's fine because I usually
change the volume of games with the volume mixer rather than in-game settings anyways, though I could see it as a potential
negative for some. It was hard to learn the timing of blocking, at least for me(but I think I'm just bad). There's a quirky
mechanic of you recover faster when music is playing based on how loud the music is, and I think it would be cooler if the
music was on more often. From what I gather, there's stages, and in each stage there's a selection of characters. You have a
starter character in every stage and unlock new ones by beating them. You need to unlock a certain amount of characters in the
stage to move on to the next. There's a review complaining that there wasn't 100 characters, but I'm assuming that's because they
stopped playing before they unlocked a new stage and didn't understand how it worked. Each character has different stats and an
ability. My favorite so far is the first stage's starter character (Wizard) who has Backtrack. When you get punched there's a
chance to reset your character's health and durability(I'll get into this later) to 2 and a half seconds from the time you got
punched. It's a good safeguard against characters who do a lot of damage per hit, or those with high body hardness.

So, here's how the fighting works. You got Light Left Punch, Light Right Punch, Heavy Left Punch, Heavy Right Punch,
Backstep, Dash, Dodge(but pressing backstep and dash at the same time), Block Right, and Block Left. When you hit with an
attack, your fist loses durability. If you break a fist, you can't use it until it regenerates. If your opponent blocks a punch, your
fist loses extra durability based on their body hardness. Your fist has more durability based on your fist hardness. Dash moves
you a small amount towards your opponent quickly, Backstep does the opposite. Dodge moves you slightly back, and some
characters have abilities that activate when you successfully dodge an attack. Your fists and hp regenerate over time.
When you land a hit, you get a point and your opponent takes damage to their hp. You win a round at 12 points or if your
opponent runs out of hp. The battles are in best of seven, so winning four rounds wins the match(and unlocks the opponent's
character for you if you haven't already).

Some last takeaways of what I want in possible future updates(I'm not sure if the devs are planning on continuously updating the
game, but hey):
I would really appreciate a slider to tone down the visuals. They look really cool, but sometimes block my vision from the
opponent's right side, meaning I don't know if I should be blocking or not immediately after I get hit.
If possible I would appreciate a way to fight against other humans, or change the AI difficulty.
Some more music would be nice, at least enough to have consistent background music to make use of that recharge
mechanic(possibly even having music that gets more frantic as someone gets closer to winning a round or something).

Overall, I'd recommend the game, if at least give support for something that might be amazing in the future :). Pretty happy with
War in the Pacific, would like the game to let me advance to coral sea scenario, which it won't do even after I won victories in
the Marshall-Gilbert scenario three times. the worst hidden object game i have ever played. just a bunch of easy, lazy and
repetitive hidden objects scenes that have nothing to do with the story.

is it serious? i completed the game in 30 minutes. it is absolutely not worth the money.

it is so bad that you will feel cheated even if you get it for free.. WOW just wow, this game was great... depending on your
choices, the ending you get can suck, or be great! Also very fun, but a little short in my opinion and not worth to replay it for
endings.. The graphics of a single airport in this scenery is worth the price of this entire DLC. By that, I mean I have spent more
than $30 USD for an airport in FSX that isn't as good as the airports in this DLC.
The scenery is stunning at maximum graphics settings with absolutely no stutters or OOM's. Im using this sim and scenery on a
laptop (Clevo P770ZM with 4790K CPU, 980M GPU)
Yes, it's in EA with no ATC, no multiplayer, and no AI but this experience is so good I uninstalled FSX with 10 years of addons.
For me, this is the future and I will support IPACS with my wallet.
. Surprisingly good for an indie game. I hope the creator makes a part 3.. The most underestimated game ever.

This game was heavily criticized back in 1999 for being poor Diablo 1 clone, but that only means shame for these critics.
Because this game is nothing like Diablo.

Now a days I can compare this game most with Legend of Grimrock 1. In Clans you travel through series of small square rooms,
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grouped into several big locations, killing mosters, that give you no experience. In fact all the character leveling thing is done via
collecting different equipment and potions. Very, very rarely they can be dropped by defeated monsters, but most of the time
they are hidden in these rooms. Sometimes you can find a merchant, but they are very rare, and each carries only 4 items, which
is not much. To buy stuff you need money, which is hiddent in the rooms as well. Selling loot won't make you rich, so all the
money you find matters.

Also Clans has strong adventure element. You will find quest items and solve different kind of puzzles to move on, some of
them are necessary to finish the game, some are not. So most of the time you'll be cleaning rooms of monsters and carefully
investigating them one by one, solving puzzles in due time. This unites this game with LoG, as well as with early Resident Evil
game.

And Clans is amazing for investigating. IMO it has the best dark medieval fantasy atmosphere of all the games ever. Dark
woods, dark dungeons, dark villages, dark castles - all of these came from the best fantay books and RPG games. Also the game
has a sensible disturbed feeling to it - there is no place you can call home (like Tristram in Diablo), there is no guaranty that
you'll find a shopkeeper soon to sell stuff or buy some potins if you ran out of them, there is even no pause in the game! Most
NPCs can be found in pretty odd places saing odd things, there are no dialog options and your hero stays silent. All these aspects
of gameplay make me think of Clans as a grandmother of Dark Souls.

Also Clans has really pleasant graphics (pre-rendered isometric games almost don't age) and amazing minimalistic rhythm-based
soundtrack (it's won't automatically play in Steam version, but you can always switch songs by hand in any music player in
parallel to the game. BTW, music for the first game level is Track 5, all the tracks before are for the intros and menu), and that
makes the game feel absolutely superb.

There are some noticable flaws in the game like too many empty rooms and the battle system. The battle system looks like this:
if you use magic you devastate enemies until you're out of mana, then you stay in the run (or wait calmly if no one is cahsing
you) until your mana replenish, and then repeat. This is pretty slow, but pretty safe way of playing. But if you have good magic
and low healt, enemies will hit you really, really hard.
If you use melee, then it's just luck of who will die first. Except for health potins and equipment, there's no way you can
manually influence the melee combat. All this makes combats feel a bit idiotic (especially on early stages of the game), but, at
the same time, the fact that there's no chance to avoid damage in melee combat only strengthens the disturbing atmosphere of
Clans.

Though the game is old, and a lot of younger gamers probably won't like it, I would recommend it to every dark fantasy lover
and to every lover of dungeon crawles like Legend of Grimrock. For me it's 11 out of 10.. good but i feel its rigged in the way
of the warrior
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Quite frankly, this was one of the best vr experiences I've had to date.

Excellent visuals, interesting bits of info, and a great teleport system.

The funniest part is that, to me the most impressive thing was the helmet visuals and physics.

*Edited for grammar.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! Runs very poorly even on a built computer, i have had it even set to lowest
settings and it is just trash.. Another great game from Ageod, and there is no better set of games if you want to feel the strategic
and operational challenges of a military campaign in the age of musket. I do hope the engine gets updated in my lifetime (e.g.
screen gets 'laggy' if you zoom out and my PC is pretty decent) but this is not something that breaks the game for me. Thumbs
up!!. Definitely an Early Access game. What I mean by that is that the game has it's pros and cons, but, to me, seems largely
unfinished.

Pros:
+ Strong dungeon-crawler-like atmosphere
+ EXCELLENT lighting
+ Good looking textures
+ Stealth focused gameplay

Cons
- Only two enemy types
- Bow aiming is difficult
- Hard to get the "distraction orb" to go exactly where you want it
- Stealth doesn't always feel as "accurate" as it should be
- Gets repetitive rather quickly
- Despite it's strong dungeon atmosphere, it lacks "scenery" to make it feel life-like. What I mean is it doesn't feel lived in.
These goblins are patroling empty corridors. It would be interesting to see living quarters, a dining hall, a weapons storage room,
torture chamber, etc.

So the game itself has a lot of things going for it in terms of it's visuals and direction but, in my opinion, needs several tweaks
and additional content to justify a purchase. Especially since I got bored rather quickly, I feel the game needs another dynamic
to keep the game interesting (maybe traps, additional weapons, additonal enemies, abilities, etc).

Is the game worth it? That's up to you.
If you think you can enjoy the game as it is, without caring about if future content gets added or not; then yes the game is meant
for you.
If you think the game could benefit from more "depth" and content then I would wait to see what the future holds.. This is like
Alien Isolation, but with better graphics and I think better plot. It's got interesting gameplay, great writing, entertaining VO, a
frightening atmosphere, and even manages to provoke deep thought. An interesting setting mixed with a very well crafted story
that doesn't get carried by unexpectable twists but by the way the story is continously presented to the player. Best space horror
at the market right now.. This game made me realize how trash my aim is. This updated version is fantastic. I remember playing
the original, and this does a pretty good job of staying true to that version. The graphics are up to date, and the gameplay is
actually fun. As usual I wish we could avoid the need for crap like Uplay, but as long as the game works I hardly care..
Creativity without screwing up! This is a unique take on a music game that lets you create music but guarantees that it
harmonizes. There's a huge variety of instruments and musical genres, making it a lot of fun to mix and match, trying out
different combinations. It's fun to play and I really enjoyed the environments and VR elements, like the instrument selections
and floating notes.. im sorry this is what you call "stable"? was looking forward to this game comeing out but can barely get
around the house an to even get to the right exact place for the option to open is extremly difficult. not to mention the looping
sound effects that end with no result is annoying. not even sure if there is a first key because i couldnt find it...just very
dissapointed in this game.. I love this game! It's so much fun once you have a controller. Amazon has generic usb xbox 360
controllers for like $10. I wish there were more levels, rewards, and secrets to unlock. Hope they continue making them. Play
this fun and quick game.
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